Fiction's First Finale

"The good ended happily, and the bad unhappily," said Oscar Wilde. "That is what Fiction means."

October 21

By the time the Civil War was over and industrial capitalism had literally burned the center of agrarian capitalism to the ground, most of the emergent bourgeoisie realized that "public education" was a more suitable institution than slavery had ever been for the domination of labor, and that immigrants were a particularly ingenious solution, since they not only became cheap labor, replacing the truncated bodies of recent war, but needed to be educated as well. Of course, executing even this form of domination was by no means easy, since "public education" was merely another name for compulsory education; there was a prolonged struggle, and as a struggle it was frequently harsh, indeed deadly. Working class parent physcially overpowered their children's teachers in sporadic attempts to control their education, only to be slapped in the face with in loco parentis powers for the teachers. In an early version of the 'programmed text', immigrant employees of International Harvester were forced to learn English by reciting the litany of Big Business: I work until the whistle blows to quit; I leave my place nice and clean; I work until the whistle blows to quit; I leave my place nice and clean. There were numerous strikes against educational policies, some of which were bloody. But by various means of coercion and manipulation the bourgeoisie prevailed, and consciousness was gradually cut to fit the suffocating movements of mechanized labor. Reality edged closer to the flatness of Manet's "revolutionary" new paintings, sanity became a little more iron-clad; and by the end of the Civil War the sweat and blood of competitive capitalism was beginning to congeal into monopoly capitalism.

September 24

"I must study politics and war," John Adams had said in 1782, "that my sons may have the liberty to study mathematics and philosophy... in order to give their children a right to study.

(Continued on p.3)


Many artists are, for many reasons, organizing themselves into "groups", "unions", communalities, or perhaps just talking possibilities. But, for the most part, "organization" has no particular significance per se. No aspiring "rank and file"-high-culture-social-section-alliance can be realistic if its principles of organization fail to take into account the class historical nature of the process it is initiating.

Those enlisted in the high-cultural ranks know the contradictions mounted by a predatory capitalist culture: the intentions of our working are carefully, and violently misrepresented. We become forces opposed to ourselves. We are exploited at the same time that we are forced into exploitative relations to others. We are unable to translate human needs into social outcomes. Our social alienation forces us into adopting forms of psychological expression.

For the Cultural "Marxists", New Left and all, the "fight" against alienation has become the panacea for society's "ills". But a psychological manifestation of alienation doesn't make alienation a psychological condition, nor can it be rationalized and passed off, via the usual bourgeois claptrap, as the unfortunate by-product of "mass-production" culture. It is no unfortunate by-product at all, it is the very warp and weft of capitalist social and economic relations. It penetrates all social sections fatally. Thus, this en-

(Continued on p. 27)
This is the first issue of a magazine being edited and published by some of the former editors of The Fox. Why are we publishing another magazine?

While it is true to say that most of our production and history is appropriated, this process is certainly never air-tight. In any struggle against such appropriation, progressive forces emerge and coalesce. There may be little we can do to stop this magazine from becoming another coffee-table class diversion; there is much we can do to make sure that isn't all it becomes. Of course the forms this struggle takes are of necessity transitional, as Red-Herring is transitional.

We aren't volunteering here as the "organic intellectuals" of any cultural struggle or movement; nor are we claiming that our activities assume any logical priority in this struggle. In fact, we clearly recognize that what we are doing should, like everything else "made-in-New York", be regarded in many ways as yet another red-herring.

The first issue is devoted to the growing impact of state and corporate involvement in various aspects of culture, and the problems of organizing against this. Museum Services...Natural Forms, the first in a projected series of articles on Congress legislation for the arts, analyzes the implications of a specific piece of legislation, the Museum Services Act. There is also a brief survey of other bills, both passed and pending, which are intended to affect the development of culture.

On the other hand, Congress legislation must be seen in conjunction with the federal grant system, and, as told by Albert's Progress, this grant system does as much as anything to control the lives of artists. But then all these cultural "incentives" can be seen as part of a process of concealing, while at the same time legitimizing, the productive relations of capitalism. Criticisms of bourgeois materialism are increasingly countered by bourgeois idealism, and high art has become a crucial factor in this process. This issue of idealization is taken up at length by Fiction's First Finale.

In the face of these developments; there has been a lot of talk about artists organizing. Some of these problems are discussed in Organization: A Collective Working Paper. This article, written from perhaps an overly optimistic point of view and itself reflecting some of the idealization of culture, nevertheless raises a number of substantive issues about organization. In addition, although the struggle of artists to organize ourselves economically should play a secondary role to organizing ourselves ideologically and politically, economic struggles do have their place. So we have also edited and reprinted an analysis of the San Francisco Art Commission, which projects primarily economic demands against the back-drop of cultural policies in that city.

While we work as a collective, and thus attribute our articles to the group instead of to individuals within the group, collectivity should be understood as a form of struggle. Our ideology is generally agreed upon, but there are always points where we disagree, too. At the moment, we are arguing over the correct analysis of the material conditions which act to organize culture; that is, we are arguing over the extent to which the high art world is objectively being pushed in the direction of wage-labor, or whether it is at all. This disagreement emerges in the articles as a contrasting emphasis on the State, as well as a divergence over the possibility of "trade union-like" organizations amounting to much in the high art world. We do, however, see these disagreements reflecting a larger problem—namely, that there is no coherent class analysis of the United States yet. Although we hope our struggle will participate in developing such an analysis, it presently tends to reflect the disarray of this analysis.
ANIMAL FARM — A REVIEW (SORT OF)

Why Animal Farm? Most of us read it years ago. We read it because we wanted to. Today it is required reading at many of the schools our children go to. Why? Perhaps its most compelling feature is that it embodies the fears most of us succumbed to about revolution—some of us more openly than others. Those fears of authoritarianism, terror and so on. But what are these fears based on? Do they have historical substance? What did Orwell base his fears on and are they historically accurate?

As you know Animal Farm is an allegory. Orwell used animals to portray the Russian Revolution and the...

Mr. Orwell is pretty sneaky. He convincingly describes our exploitation under humans (capitalists to you) and represents Old Major (Mark) as a sympathetic, and wise old pig who lays down the foundations of animalism.

Here's how Mr. Orwell represents history:

First: Mr. Orwell presents all the animals (with the exception of us revolutionary pigs) as dumb and hopelessly gullible (remember these are the workers. — Ed.)

Second: The commandments (revolutionary principles—Ed) of animalism which Mr. Orwell had guide our actions were silly utopian wet dreams (his) historically inaccurate and completely devoid of any political content—for the most part they concerned appearance and good manners—hardly something to run a revolution by.

Third:

Mr. Orwell's omission of Lenin is especially strange since he put so much value on individuals — Ed.

Fourth: Mr. Orwell makes the humans (capitalists) easy to defeat time and again, as if revolution is just a matter of 'making up your mind.' (Which is to conclude that the forces of the entire imperialist world, and latter the fascists, did little in their massive attacks.)

But even worse this distortion allows for all the blame for mistakes and problems to be put onto individual personalities and their conflicts, rather than on objective conditions.

Fifth: Mr. Orwell underplays the enemies of animalism amongst the animals. So it seems the only enemies are the revolutionaries themselves. Conviently (once again) for getting such characters as the remnant bourgeois, the petty bourgeoisie, cranks, pimps, and so on.

What's wrong with clothes and a good bed? Maybe we should eat gruel to be good communists?
Sixth: Mr. Orwell apparently expects a revolution to create the perfect society virtually overnight—
with no transitional problems, forgetting that 'animals' (people) have internalized bourgeois values. A political revolution is only the first step in a social revolution—the first step which establishes the political conditions for a social transformation.

Unfortunately, or fortunately for Mr. Orwell, Animal Farm (USSR, remember—Ed) has reverted to state capitalism but not without having first achieved major revolutionary steps:

It was the first successful socialist revolution to seize state power.

It eliminated private property, exploitation, and those 'wonderful' people, the feudal ruling class, as well as the small-but-growing independent capitalist class.

It brought the farm (USSR) out of feudal society and into modern society.

It raised the standard of living and education for all 'animals'.

And gave revolutionary inspiration to the world.

But socialism did come to Animal Farm, but for reasons that Orwell couldn't or wasn't prepared to talk about.

Add to this the inevitable mistakes of a pioneer socialist country—there emerged a bureaucratic elite which consolidated itself as the new ruling class of the farm.

This pushed the farm towards the short term gains of rapid and heavy militarization and industrialization, which tended to reinforce bourgeois relations of production within socialism.

But many lessons were learned from Animal Farm (USSR), now there are new 'farms' and they're working.

No wonder this book of Mr. Orwell's is required reading in most high schools, and has been made into a cartoon special for television. Big Brother is watching.

Imperialist intervention, continual economic sanctions and later the fascist invasion from without; underdeveloped industry and agriculture, compounded by famine, from within.

Any new books, George?
Museum Services...
(Continued from p. 23)

But I’m sure that there’s an element of that in it.” (Dr. Richard McLanathan; in an interview.)

Indeed, the interesting things about high culture is that it represent a "use-value" which isn’t depleted through consumption, but augmented by it. The more you consume culture, the more likely you are to continue consuming culture and the more "valuable" culture becomes in this process. Moreover, it is characteristic of culture in being offered as a "non-political" form of meaning, that rather than strengthening the divergencies between classes, it neatly conceals them instead.

The Shape of Things to Come

"I don’t think that those people in Congress would be as enthusiastic supporters of this legislation helpful to museums, if they weren’t concerned that they were answering a very definite understandable want on the part of the general public. Which is great, I think it’s all very optimistic.” (Dr. Richard McLanathan; in an interview.)

It certainly seems that agencies such as the N.E.A. and legislation such as the M.S.A. will be with us for awhile. As one manifestation of various crisis-avoidance tactics (management form), the State acting on behalf of monopoly capitalism cannot permit these programs (or others that are obviously "successes") to fail. In light of the fact that this principle of organization is a demand internal to monopoly capitalism, the State has had no choice but to take such programs upon itself; a failure to do so, or to continue to do so, could lead to a severe withdrawal of "public" sympathy (which was so hard to generate in the first place). In a sense, the State has initiated an expanding spiral of new areas of funding (and certainly not only in the socio-cultural sphere), and this expansion is directly linked to the "success" it has experienced in its present programs and the consequent "demand" this "success" has generated. The State’s actions have found a boundary only in accessible credibility and legitimacy. This will remain a fundamental premise as long as motivations to produce and consume remain tied to relationships which require extensive justification.

But general consent and compromise have been (temporarily) secured. The widening of the Administrative system’s boundaries is seen and promoted as a "natural" and "necessary" process. As Carol Bannerman said, "People are increasingly expecting culture as a right of citizenship and of course this is augmented by increasing governmental support." Cultural affairs have been neatly shifted into the Administrative sphere of planning and control. At the same time, you would think, the potential for sorting out "traditions" which were previously obscured or viewed as "neutral" should increase.

But the Administrative filtering of economically conditioned crises has in general made the fronts of repeatedly fragmented and compromised class opposition less comprehensible. The class compromise of cultural intervention has in part functioned to further weaken any organizational capacity or possibility of challenging the legitimization process; the class contradictions of this society which are the real source of the deficit in legitimacy have been temporarily mystified.

But, as we have said, all this peacocking on the part of the bourgeoisie and the State is not without its progressive elements. The bourgeois State cannot organize social reality without intensifying the contradictions of capitalism. As far as the organization of high culture goes, the effects of this intensification are already being felt. The contradiction of the State’s real intervention in the service of monopoly capital vs. its responsibility to "generalizable" interests is working to politicize the artworld (at least individual artists), and although this consciousness may in general be in an embryonic form, it is an ascending tendency. For example, the ease with which "political art" was coopted is forcing artists to reevaluate their particular relation to the class struggle in general. In addition, this onslaught of public funding has opened the door for the development of public consciousness in relation to accountability, which was less possible under essentially private funding of "public" institutions and programs. There is also the possibility for the development of new social relations among artists. As artists are becoming increasingly organized by the State, both as wage laborers (by such programs as C.E.T.A.) and in terms of their accountability for production to "cultural" agencies and institutions, there arises the possibility for developing new organizational forms in political and ideological solidarity with the working class in the struggle for socialism.
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